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INTEGRAL ITERATIONS FOR HARMONIC MAPS
ANDREW NEITZKE
ABSTRACT. We study minimal harmonic maps g : C→ SO(3)\SL(3,R), parameterized by
polynomial cubic differentials P in the plane. The asymptotic structure of such a g is deter-
mined by a convex polygon Y(P) in RP2. We give a conjectural method for determining
Y(P) by solving a fixed-point problem for a certain integral operator. The technology of
spectral networks and BPS state counts is a key input to the formulation of this fixed-point
problem. We work out two families of examples in detail.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Summary. This paper concerns harmonic maps from the flat complex plane to a
Riemannian symmetric space,
g : C→ SO(3)\SL(3,R), (1.1)
which are minimal and have polynomial growth. The basic facts about such maps were set
out in [1]: as we review in §2.1 below,
• for each degree n polynomial P there is a corresponding harmonic map g, unique up
to an SL(3,R) translation of SO(3)\SL(3,R),
• the asymptotic behavior of g(z) as z → ∞ is controlled by a convex (n + 3)-gon in
RP2, which we call Y(P).
Thus the question arises:
Question 1. What can we say about the convex (n+ 3)-gon Y(P) corresponding to a given
degree n polynomial P?
The main aim of this paper is to describe a conjectural approach to this question which
arises naturally from the work [2, 3, 4].1 For the most part we do not attempt to explain
the motivation, focusing rather on giving enough detail to make it clear precisely what
the conjecture is. In short:
Conjecture 1. When P has only simple zeroes, Y(P) can be computed from the solution
of a fixed-point problem for an integral operator acting on collections of functions in one
variable ζ, described in §4.1 below.
The fixed-point problem appearing in Conjecture 1 does not involve the polynomial P
directly but rather uses various ingredients derived from P, which are introduced in §3.
In particular, it uses the WKB spectral networks derived from P, described in §3.3.
In §5 we work out the details of two examples of Conjecture 1: one with n = 2 (in
§5.1-§5.2), another with n = 3 (in §5.3-§5.4).
1More precisely, this paper involves a small extension of [4] to treat connections with a specific sort of
irregular singularity.
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2 A. NEITZKE
Conjecture 1 is closely related to an integral iteration introduced much earlier in the
context of tt∗ geometry [5, 6] and to the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz. It is complementary
to the more obvious method of solving the harmonic map equations directly, and exposes
different aspects of the underlying structure. Its consequences are especially transparent
when we study the asymptotic behavior for large P; this is explained in §4.2-§4.3.
1.2. A sample prediction. Here is a concrete example (from §5.1) of a prediction obtained
from Conjecture 1. We consider a 1-parameter family of polynomials:
P(z) =
R3
2
(
−z2 + 1
)
, R ∈ R+. (1.2)
The family (1.2) corresponds to a 1-parameter family of convex pentagons Y(P) in RP2,
up to SL(3,R) action. Such a pentagon is determined by two invariant cross-ratios, which
we denote (Xγ1 , Xγ2).
2 The fact that the coefficients in (1.2) are all real leads to a reflection
symmetry which implies Xγ2(R) = 1 for all R, so only Xγ1(R) remains to be determined.
We predict (see (5.7) below)
Xγ1(R) = exp
(
aR− 3
2
√
piρR
e−2ρR + δ(R)
)
, a ≈ −4.00648, ρ ≈ 2.31315, (1.3)
where the remainder function δ(R) obeys
lim
R→∞
δ(R)
√
Re2ρR = 0. (1.4)
Two features of (1.3) deserve comment:
• The leading behavior of log Xγ1(R) is linear in R. The constant a arises as a period:
aR = 2 Re
∮
γ1
P(z)1/3dz, where the contour γ1 is shown in Figure 6 below.
• The subleading behavior of log Xγ1(R) is exponentially suppressed in R, and the coeffi-
cient of the exponentially suppressed term is explicitly computed.
These two features are aspects of the general Conjecture 1, which recur more generally. In
(4.11) below we give the general form of an asymptotic prediction generalizing (1.3).
1.3. Numerical checks. It is possible to subject Conjecture 1 to direct checks. Indeed,
Conjecture 1 leads to a numerical scheme for computing the invariants of Y(P), by itera-
tion of the relevant integral operator. On the other hand, one can compute the invariants
of Y(P) directly, by solving the harmonic map equations numerically; tools for doing so
have been developed by David Dumas and Michael Wolf [7].
In joint work in progress, Dumas and I apply both of these methods to the examples
in §5, and compare the results.3 The possibility of making such a comparison was the
main motivation for writing this paper. Moreover, preliminary such comparisons were
important in shaking out various mistakes which I made in initial attempts to write §5.
2For the definition of Xγi in terms of the vertices of the pentagon, see (5.4) below.
3Preliminary results are encouraging, but not conclusive. One sample (cherry-picked) data point: in the
example of §1.2, our current estimate of Xγ1(R = 0.5) is≈ 0.1286, the two methods of computation agreeing
to this precision.
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1.4. Contours and clusters. In the example of §1.2 above, the asymptotics of the cross-
ratio Xγ1 are controlled by a specific period integral over a contour γ1. This is another
feature of the general Conjecture 1: there is a lattice Γ of allowed contours, and for each
γ ∈ Γ, there is a corresponding cross-ratio4 Xγ, such that the leading asymptotics of Xγ
are controlled by the period
∮
γ P(z)
1/3dz. Moreover, knowing all the cross-ratios Xγ is
sufficient to determine the polygon Y(P).
One of the essential points in making Conjecture 1 precise is thus to identify which
cross-ratio Xγ corresponds to a given contour γ. This turns out to be rather subtle: to do
it, we need the spectral network associated to the polynomial P. Given the network we
face the problem of drawing certain compatible abelianization trees which determine the
Xγ. We have solved this problem by hand for the examples we treat in this paper, but it
would be very desirable to have a more general method, or at least to show that a solution
always exists. This part of the story is described in §3.3-§3.7.
The underlying combinatorics appears to be closely connected to the theory of clus-
ter algebras, specifically the cluster structure on the homogeneous coordinate ring of
Gr(3, n + 3): roughly, each spectral network corresponds to a cluster. For a brief account
of this see §3.10, but there is much more to be understood here.
1.5. Non-simple zeroes. It would be very interesting to understand the generalization
of Conjecture 1 when the zeroes of P(z) are not required to be simple. In the case where
exactly two zeroes collide, a generalization of the integral operator from Conjecture 1
written in [8] may be relevant. Indeed, the main example considered there (“pentagon
example”) is directly related to the case n = 2 of this paper.
1.6. Other ranks. There is a natural generalization of (1.1) to harmonic maps
g : C→ SO(K)\SL(K,R), (1.5)
again with a polynomial growth condition labeled by an integer n. In this case the maps
g are labeled by tuples of polynomials (P2, P3, . . . , PK), and the condition is that the roots
of λK + ∑Ki=2 λ
K−iPi(z) = 0 should behave locally as λa ∼ caz nK at large |z|, with a dif-
ferent constant ca ∈ C for each root.56 The asymptotic behavior of such a map should be
controlled by a point of GrR(K, n + K)/(R×)n+K−1. Conjecture 1 should extend directly
to this situation.
In the case K = 2 these harmonic maps have indeed been studied, e.g. in [11]. More-
over, the extension of Conjecture 1 to K = 2 is actually simpler than the case K = 3 which
we treat in this paper. This is because the combinatorics of spectral networks in this case
is easier: each spectral network gives a triangulation of the (n+ 2)-gon, and one reads off
the cross-ratios Xγ directly from this triangulation. The necessary rules were worked out
4I abuse terminology by using “cross-ratio” for any SL(3,R)-invariant function of the vertices of Y(P).
5Strictly speaking, this is a generalization of our setup even when K = 3, since it allows two polynomials
P2, P3 instead of just P = P3, cf. (2.4). This generalization corresponds to taking general harmonic maps
instead of minimal ones.
6Incidentally, when K|n, the constants ca ∈ C have a global meaning, and varying them while holding
them distinct should induce an action of the braid group BK on the moduli space of flat irregular connections
by “iso-Stokes deformation.” The fact that such group actions can come from variation of parameters at
irregular singularities has been emphasized by Philip Boalch; see e.g. [9] and references therein. It would
be interesting to know whether this is the origin of the BK action on Gr(K, rK) recently found in [10].
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in [3].7 Thus, it might have made sense to write this paper about K = 2 rather than K = 3.
The main reason for choosing instead K = 3 is the accidental fact that the tools [7] were
designed specifically for that case.
Working out concrete examples with K > 3, on the other hand, is likely infeasible with-
out some improvement in our understanding of the combinatorics of spectral networks.
1.7. Real and complex Higgs bundles. One reason for our interest in Question 1 is that
it is a special case (indeed, almost the simplest nontrivial case) of the nonabelian Hodge
correspondence which relates Higgs bundles and flat connections:
Question 2. What can we say about the invariants of the flat SL(K,R)-connection corre-
sponding to a given rank K real Higgs bundle over a Riemann surface C, with or without
singularities at points of C?
Question 1 is the special case of Question 2 where we choose K = 3, C = CP1, fix a
specific sort of irregular singularity at z = ∞, and restrict to Higgs bundles with Tr ϕ2 = 0.
We explain this in §2.2. In turn, Question 2 is a special case of a similar question for general
Higgs bundles and complex flat connections. A version of Conjecture 1 is expected to
apply to these more general questions as well; this was the original context of [2, 3, 4].8
1.8. Hyperka¨hler metrics. Moduli spaces of (complex) Higgs bundles with irregular sin-
gularities, appropriately defined, are expected to carry natural hyperka¨hler metrics, much
like their cousins without singularities. In this paper, we do not explore these metrics. For
context, though, we remark that the functions Xγ(ζ) computed by the integral iteration in
§4.1 are the main ingredient in a conjectural recipe for constructing these metrics, on the
specific moduli spaces of Higgs bundles with irregular singularity appearing here; this
recipe is described in [2]. The parameter ζ arises as the coordinate on the twistor sphere.
1.9. The WKB method. The problem of determining the large-P behavior of Y(P) is part
of a broader class of asymptotic problems which have been investigated at some length.
I cannot really do this history justice, but at least some of the key references are:
• [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] for Higgs bundles over a compact Riemann surface,
• [23, 11, 1] for harmonic maps C→ SO(K)\SL(K,R) for K = 2 or K = 3,
• [24, 25] for opers over a compact Riemann surface.
A recurring theme in this area is the WKB method for studying families of flat connections,
∇(t) = t−1ϕ+ D + tA1 + · · · , (1.6)
by studying flat sections in an expansion around t = 0. This is often applied taking
t = 1/R, where R rescales the Higgs field or the polynomial P. It seems possible that the
leading term in our asymptotic predictions, e.g. the aR in (1.3), could be obtained rigor-
ously by a careful application of this technique, using the spectral network to organize
7 Using these rules, an application of the K = 2 version of Conjecture 1 to a closely related problem,
concerning minimal surfaces in AdS3 with polygonal boundary, was already made in [12]. See also [13]
where this was extended to a special case of minimal surfaces in AdS5.
8In sufficiently complicated cases — particularly the case of Higgs bundles without singularities — the
WKB spectral networks are dense on C. This case is more difficult, since problems of dynamics mix with the
combinatorial problems. Some of the necessary tools in case K = 2 have been developed in [14].
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the patching-together of local estimates. The work [18, 21], relating the spectral network
to an asymptotic map to a building, seems to be connected to this picture.
One motivation of Conjecture 1, described in [3, 4], also involves the WKB method,
but rather than taking t = 1/R one considers a family of flat connections ∇(ζ), ζ ∈ C×,
associated to a fixed P, and takes t = ζ. (The relevant family appears as (2.12) below.)
1.10. Quantum field theory. The original motivation of [2, 3, 4] was to address questions
about BPS states in supersymmetric quantum field theories of “class S.” The specific
problem which we study here is related to the (generalized) Argyres-Douglas theories of
type (A2, An−1) in the taxonomy of [26]. The generalization mentioned in §1.6 similarly
corresponds to type (AK−1, An−1). The harmonic map equations are the equations giving
Poincare invariant vacua for this theory formulated on S1 ×R3, with zero Wilson lines.
Acknowledgements. I am happy to thank Philip Boalch, David Dumas, Chris Fraser,
Laura Fredrickson and Michael Wolf for very helpful discussions and explanations. I
especially thank David Dumas for his assistance in understanding and using the code [7],
which was of singular importance in confirming the details of the picture described here.
This work was supported in part by NSF CAREER grant DMS-1151693 and a Simons
Fellowship in Mathematics.
2. POLYNOMIALS AND POLYGONS IN RP2
2.1. A class of harmonic maps. We consider harmonic maps
g : C→ SO(3)\SL(3,R). (2.1)
Given such a g, the corresponding Higgs field is
ϕ = −(∂z g˜g˜−1)+dz, (2.2)
where A+ = 12(A + A
t), and g˜ is any lift of g to SL(3,R). The harmonicity of g implies
that ϕ is holomorphic. Thus if we define
φ2 = −12 Tr ϕ
2, φ3 = −13 Tr ϕ
3, (2.3)
then φ2, φ3 are respectively holomorphic quadratic and cubic differentials on C. In this
paper we treat only the case of g for which
φ2 = 0, φ3 = P(z)dz3, (2.4)
for P a polynomial of degree n, with complex coefficients.
The condition φ2 = 0 means that g is not only harmonic but also minimal [27]. For the
purposes of this paper, this minimality is only indirectly relevant: our main reason for
focusing on the case (2.4) is that it has been extensively studied in the recent [1]. We now
briefly recall some facts established there; see [1] for a more detailed account and proofs.9
Theorem 1. For any polynomial P there is a corresponding harmonic g for which (2.4)
holds. This g is unique up to the action of SL(3,R) by isometries on the target.
9In comparing our formulas with those of [1], 12 C(z)there = P(z)here.
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The harmonic g determines an (n+ 3)-tuple of points yr ∈ RP2, as follows.10 Write the
leading term in P(z) as µzn for some µ ∈ C×. Fix a choice of root µ 1n+3 . Then define n + 3
rays `r ⊂ C by
`r = e
2piir
n+3µ−
1
n+3R+. (2.5)
For z ∈ `r we have µzn+3 ∈ R+, so it admits a positive cube root, which we write
(µzn+3)
1
3 . One of the eigenvalues of g˜(z) is asymptotically smallest, behaving as
λ ∼ exp
(
− 3
n + 3
(µzn+3)
1
3
)
(2.6)
as z→ ∞ along `r. The corresponding eigenspace of g˜(z) limits to yr ∈ RP2.
Theorem 2. The yr are the vertices of a convex (n + 3)-gon in RP2.
Recall that g is determined up to an overall SL(3,R) action from the right. This action
transforms the yr by an overall SL(3,R) action on RP2. Thus, for a given polynomial P,
the yr determine a convex (n + 3)-gon in RP2 up to this SL(3,R) action. Now:
• Let Mn+3 ⊂ (RP2)n+3/SL(3,R) denote the moduli space of convex (n + 3)-gons
with vertices labeled. When n > 0,Mn+3 is a manifold, diffeomorphic to R2n−2.
• Let Pn be the space of pairs (P, µ 1n+3 ) where P is a degree n polynomial and µ 1n+3 is
an (n + 3)-rd root of the leading coefficient of P.
The passage from (P, µ
1
n+3 ) to the yr defines a map
Y : Pn →Mn+3. (2.7)
Both sides carry a natural action ofZ/(n+ 3)Z; the map Y is equivariant for these actions.
Although we will not need this in what follows, we remark that Y is close to a homeo-
morphism, in the following sense. Y is invariant under affine-linear maps on Pn,
(P(z), µ
1
n+3 ) 7→ (P(an+3z + b), µ 1n+3 an), a ∈ C×, b ∈ C. (2.8)
Thus Y descends to
Y : Pn →Mn+3 (2.9)
where Pn is the quotient of Pn by (2.8). For n ≥ 2, it is shown in [1] that Y is a homeo-
morphism. A key building block of this result is a detailed theory of error estimates for
the harmonic map equation (Wang’s equation), previously developed in [28, 17, 27].
2.2. The nonabelian Hodge correspondence. In this section we explain how Y can be
interpreted as a version of the nonabelian Hodge correspondence between Higgs bundles
and flat complex connections. This is not strictly necessary for reading the rest of the
paper, but provides some context.
The nonabelian Hodge correspondence originates from the celebrated work of Hitchin
[29]. It was originally developed over a compact Riemann surface C in [29, 30, 31, 32],
and extended to the case of tame ramification (first-order poles on C) in [33]. We need the
further extension to wild ramification (higher-order poles on C), developed in [34].
10This description of the construction is different from that in [1], but produces the same yr.
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Briefly, the idea is as follows. We consider the holomorphic bundle E = O⊕3 over CP1,
equipped with the meromorphic Higgs field
ϕ =
 0 1 00 0 1
−P(z) 0 0
 dz ∈ End(E)⊗ K. (2.10)
The pair (E, ϕ) is a Higgs bundle, with wild ramification at z = ∞. More precisely, we
consider (E, ϕ) as a good filtered Higgs bundle in the language of [35], by assigning weights
(α1, α2, α3) = (n3 , 0,−n3 ) to the direct summands of E, and for a meromorphic section
s = (s1, s2, s3) of E, defining ν∞(s) = max{ν∞(si) + αi}3i=1, where ν∞(si) ∈ Z is the
ordinary order of singularity at z = ∞ of the meromorphic function si.11
We consider Hermitian metrics h in E, compatible with the filtration: this means that
for any meromorphic section s(z) of E, h(s, s) scales like |z|2ν∞(s) as z → ∞. For any such
h, let Dh denote the Chern connection in E, and ϕ†h the Hermitian adjoint of ϕ. The key
analytic fact which we use is existence and uniqueness for Hitchin’s equations, established
in this context in [34]:12
Theorem 3. There exists a Hermitian metric h in E, compatible with the filtration, with
FDh + [ϕ, ϕ
†h ] = 0. (2.11)
This h is unique up to overall scalar multiple.
h is the harmonic metric associated to the Higgs bundle (E, ϕ).
We consider the family of complex connections in E given by
∇(ζ) = ζ−1ϕ+ Dh + ζϕ†h , ζ ∈ C×. (2.12)
The equation (2.11) implies that the connections ∇(ζ) are all flat. From the fact that ϕ
is traceless it follows that the harmonic metric h and flat connections ∇(ζ) are compat-
ible with the standard volume form on E. Thus each ∇(ζ) is best thought of as a flat
SL(3,C)-connection over CP1, with an irregular singularity at z = ∞. There is also an
extra symmetry around: if we define a bilinear pairing in E by
S =
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 ∈ Hom(E, E∗), (2.13)
then
S−1ϕTS = ϕ. (2.14)
11The reason for the specific weights αi given here is that they arrange that ν∞(ϕ(s))/dz = n3 + ν∞(s) for
any meromorphic section s of E, which matches the singularity of the eigenvalues of ϕ, λ ∼ cz n3 dz. More
details of how the nonabelian Hodge correspondence works in this example will appear in [36].
12More precisely, from the results of [34] one can directly deduce Theorem 3 in the case 3|n. The extension
to other n is believed to be straightforward, the basic mechanism being to pass to a cyclic covering, as
described in [37] — see e.g. [35] for the statement, though I do not know a reference where all details have
been explained.
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This extra symmetry makes (E, ϕ) into a real Higgs bundle as described in [38]: viewing h
as a map E→ E∗, we have the real structure τ = h−1 ◦ S : E→ E. Then
∇(ζ) = ζ−1ϕ+ Dh + ζϕ†h = τ−1 ◦ ∇(ζ−1) ◦ τ. (2.15)
When |ζ| = 1 this becomes simply
∇(ζ) = τ−1 ◦ ∇(ζ) ◦ τ, (2.16)
so using τ we can reduce ∇(ζ) to an SL(3,R)-connection in a real bundle ER.
The passage from the real Higgs bundle (E, ϕ) to the flat SL(3,R)-connection∇(ζ = 1)
— using the harmonic metric h as intermediary — is the nonabelian Hodge correspon-
dence for real Higgs bundles.
Now we want to relate this to the harmonic maps g described in §2.1. This just involves
a slight shift in perspective, following [30, 31]. Let F denote the space of real flat sections
for∇(ζ = 1); F is a 3-dimensional real vector space with a natural volume element. Fix a
basis {e1, e2, e3} of F, with unit volume. Also choose a real h-unitary trivialization of the
bundle E away from z = ∞. Then let
g˜(z) = (e1(z), e2(z), e3(z)) ∈ SL(3,R). (2.17)
Changing the basis of F multiplies g˜ by a constant element of SL(3,R) on the right; chang-
ing the unitary trivialization of E multiplies g˜ by a smooth map C → SO(3) on the left.
Thus g˜ descends to a map g : C→ SO(3)\SL(3,R), determined up to right-multiplication
by an element of SL(3,R). This is the desired harmonic map.
Finally, we should explain how the polygons of §2.1 arise. From our present point of
view they have to do with the behavior of the connection ∇(ζ = 1) around the irregular
singularity at z = ∞. The rays `r defined in (2.5) are anti-Stokes rays. Each `r determines
a distinguished line in F, consisting of flat sections with the fastest asymptotic decay as
z→ ∞: this gives the point yr.
3. BACKGROUND FOR THE INTEGRAL ITERATION
In this section we explain how to construct the input data needed in the formulation of
Conjecture 1:
• parameters R, ϑ introduced in §3.1 below,
• a lattice Γ equipped with a period map Z and pairing 〈·, ·〉, described in §3.2,
• spectral coordinate functions Xγ onMn+3, described in §3.5-§3.8,
• BPS counts Ω(P0,γ) ∈ Z, described in §3.9.
In the process of constructing these data we will need the notion of spectral network, which
we recall in §3.3-§3.4. The remaining §3.10 describes some relations between our construc-
tions and cluster algebra.
3.1. Rescaling the cubic differential. From now on we take the polynomial P of the form
P(z) = R3e−3iϑP0(z), R ∈ R+, ϑ ∈ R. (3.1)
where P0(z) has only simple zeroes.
Of course, for a given P(z) which we want to study, we could always set R = 1 and
ϑ = 0, by simply choosing P0(z) = P(z). The point of our choice (3.1) is:
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• later we will want to study the asymptotic behavior as R→ ∞, which is conveniently
formulated in the parameterization (3.1),
• solving the problem for a single value of ϑ turns out to give the solution for all ϑ at
once, and so doing makes some of the structure more transparent.
3.2. The spectral curve, homology and periods. Our first fundamental player is the spec-
tral curve, defined by the equation
Σ = {x3 + P0(z) = 0} ⊂ C2. (3.2)
The projection map pi : (x, z) 7→ z makes Σ a branched 3-fold cover ofC, with ramification
points of index 3 over the n zeroes of P0(z). Using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula and
looking at the ramification around z = ∞ we compute
(genus(Σ), holes(Σ)) =
{
(n− 2, 3) for 3|n,
(n− 1, 1) otherwise. (3.3)
We will make frequent use of the lattice
Γ = H1(Σ,Z), (3.4)
which has
rank(Γ) = 2n− 2. (3.5)
Note that this formula is uniform in n, despite the case structure in (3.3). Also note a
numerical “coincidence” which will be important later: rank(Γ) = dimMn+3.
Γ is equipped with the skew-symmetric intersection pairing 〈·, ·〉, and the period homo-
morphism
Z : Γ→ C, Zγ =
∮
γ
x dz. (3.6)
3.3. The WKB spectral network. Given (P0, ϑ) there is a corresponding WKB spectral net-
workW(P0, ϑ). Two examples of WKB spectral networksW(P0, ϑ) — the only two which
we will consider in detail in this paper — are shown in Figures 7 and 11 below.
In the rest of this section we describe whatW(P0, ϑ) is and how it is constructed. Our
description uses the language of [4]; essentially the same networks had been discovered
earlier as Stokes graphs, e.g. [39, 40].13
The WKB spectral network is a collection of WKB ϑ-trajectories. A WKB ϑ-trajectory is
a path z(t) on C, obeying a first-order ODE, depending on a choice of an ordered pair of
distinct sheets of Σ lying over z(t). We label these sheets as (xi(t), xj(t)) or sometimes just
(i, j). The equation is:
(xi(t)− xj(t))dz(t)dt = e
iϑ. (3.7)
13The networks described here may look surprising to a reader familiar with [4, 39, 40]; in those ref-
erences the initial trajectories emanate from 3-valent vertices, while here we have 8-valent vertices. The
reason for this difference is that we are studying a situation where all ramification points of Σ have index
3, while those earlier references mostly concerned ramification points of index 2. Had we chosen to study
general harmonic maps as opposed to minimal ones, we would generically get ramification points of index
2, and our pictures would look more like those of [4, 39, 40]. The relation between these two situations
is illustrated in Figure 36 of [4]. For a quick definition of the WKB spectral network in the more generic
situation see Section 4.2 of [41].
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Note that (3.7) is invariant under the operation of simultaneously reversing i ↔ j and
t↔ −t.
On any simply connected patch U ⊂ C with P0(z) 6= 0 on U, the WKB ϑ-trajectories
make up three foliations, labeled by the three choices of unordered pair (i, j); the three
foliation leaves passing through each point meet at angles 2pi/3. Around a simple zero
z0 of P0(z) the structure is more interesting: there are 8 backward inextendible WKB ϑ-
trajectories which end on z0; call these critical trajectories. See Figure 1.
FIGURE 1. Some WKB ϑ-trajectories in a neighborhood of a simple zero of
P0 (orange cross). The critical trajectories are shown in black, others in gray.
The networkW(P0, ϑ) is constructed as follows. We begin with the 8n critical trajecto-
ries emanating from the n zeroes of P0, and extend them to t → +∞ by integrating the
ODE (3.7). These trajectories will be included inW(P0, ϑ). Next we iteratively add more
trajectories toW(P0, ϑ), as follows.
We consider intersections between trajectories already included inW(P0, ϑ). For each
intersection there are three possibilities: either the trajectories meet head-on (in which
case they actually coincide, differing only in their orientation and reversal of the sheet
labels), they intersect in an angle pi3 , or they intersect in an angle
2pi
3 . For each intersection
in angle 2pi3 we add a new trajectory, as follows. The fact that the intersection angle is
2pi
3
implies that the labels of the intersecting trajectories are of the form (i1, j1) = (i, j) and
(i2, j2) = (j, k). We add a new WKB ϑ-trajectory beginning from the intersection point,
with the label (i, k), as shown in Figure 2.
ij
jkij
ik
jk
FIGURE 2. When two ϑ-trajectories in W(ϑ, P0) with labels (i1, j1) = (i, j)
and (i2, j2) = (j, k) intersect, we add toW(ϑ, P0) a new ϑ-trajectory carrying
labels (i3, j3) = (i, k), beginning at the intersection point.
As before, we extend these new trajectories to t → +∞. This may create new intersec-
tions between trajectories. We then repeat the process, letting these new intersections give
birth to new trajectories, and so on. DefineW(P0, ϑ) to be the full collection of trajectories
produced in this fashion. A priori there is no reason this collection should be finite, but in
the examples we study explicitly in §5 below, it is finite.
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There is one phenomenon which requires extra attention: when we try to extend a
trajectory inW(P0, ϑ) to t→ +∞, it may run into a zero of P0 at some finite t. In this case
we say that (P0, ϑ) is BPS-ful. The BPS-ful case is also the case in which there is at least
one head-on collision between trajectories in W(P0, ϑ). If this does not happen then we
say (P0, ϑ) is BPS-free.
3.4. Asymptotics of WKB spectral networks. The behavior of W(P0, ϑ) near z → ∞ is
particularly simple: the WKB ϑ-trajectories approach 2n + 6 asymptotic directions. It is
convenient to compactify to C = C unionsq S1, introducing a “circle at infinity” (i.e. C is the
oriented real blow-up of CP1 at z = ∞). The 2n + 6 asymptotic directions then give
2n + 6 marked points on this circle.
Each marked point is labeled by an ordered pair of sheets (i, j), giving the label for
all the WKB ϑ-trajectories asymptotic to it. When we move from one marked point to
the next (going around say counterclockwise) one label stays the same while the other
changes, alternating between first and last: i.e. the labels on consecutive rays follow the
pattern ij, ik, jk, ji, ki, kj, . . . . Again see Figure 7 and Figure 11 for illustrative examples.14
These marked points divide the circle at infinity into 2n + 6 arcs. Call an arc at infinity
initial (final) if its two boundary points have the same initial (final) label; there are n + 3
arcs of each type. Each asymptotic direction `r lies at the midpoint of one of the final arcs.
Thus each `r can be labeled by the final label for the two nearest boundary rays; call this
the fading sheet at `r.
This asymptotic structure is essentially universal: changing (P0, ϑ) changes it only by
an overall rotation of the circle at infinity.
3.5. Spectral coordinates. One of the predictions of [2, 3, 4] is that any BPS-free (P0, ϑ)
determines a coordinate system onMn+3.15 More specifically, (P0, ϑ) should determine
for each γ ∈ Γ a function Xγ :Mn+3 → R×, such that
Xγ+µ = XγXµ, (3.8)
and if we choose generators {γi}2n−2i=1 for Γ, the functions {Xγi}2n−2i=1 should give a coor-
dinate system onMn+3. When (P0, ϑ) is varied while remaining BPS-free, the Xγ should
not change; when (P0, ϑ) is varied across a BPS-ful locus, the Xγ may change.
3.6. Abelianization trees. In this section and the next, we describe how the spectral co-
ordinates Xγ are constructed using the spectral networksW(P0, ϑ).
Define an abelianization tree compatible with W(P0, ϑ) to be a collection of oriented arcs
in C, with each arc labeled by a sheet of Σ and a representation of SL(3,R) (either funda-
mental V or its dual V∗), with the following properties:
14 In comparing the asymptotics in those figures to the description above, one must keep in mind the
permutations of sheets which occur when one crosses the branch cuts. For example, in Figure 7, starting
from the rightmost marked point just above the branch cut, we see the sequence 31, 21, 23, 13, 12; the next
label would ordinarily be 32, but we also cross a branch cut which induces the permutation (123), so the
next label is instead 13.
15Strictly speaking, what [2, 3, 4] predict is a local coordinate system on a patch of a complexification of
Mn+3, but it seems reasonable to conjecture that we get global coordinates after restricting toMn+3.
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• Each arc has two endpoints. The initial point of each arc may lie at one of the `r on
the circle at infinity, or else lie at a junction as shown in Figure 3. The endpoint of
each arc must lie at a junction.
 
i j
k
i j
k k
k
k
i j
k
i j
FIGURE 3. The types of junctions allowed in an abelianization tree. For the
trivalent junctions i, j, k must all be distinct. If the sheet label carries an
overbar, then the arc is carrying representation V∗, otherwise it is carrying
representation V.
• If an arc ends at `r, then that arc carries the representation V, and its sheet label
matches the fading sheet at `r (as defined in §3.4).
• Arcs of the abelianization tree do not cross one another.
• No arc carrying the label i and representation V crosses a trajectory ofW(P0, ϑ) car-
rying a label (i, j).
• No arc carrying the label i and representation V∗ crosses a trajectory of W(P0, ϑ)
carrying a label (j, i).
Some examples of abelianization trees compatible with spectral networks appear in Fig-
ure 8 and Figure 12 below.
Dropping the sheet labels from an abelianization tree h induces a tensor diagram on C.
This is a notion with a long history: see [42] for a very clear and precise review. This
tensor diagram determines an SL(3,R)-invariant map
Ah : Vn+3 → R, (3.9)
using the standard intertwiners
V ⊗V ⊗V → R, V ⊗V → V∗, V∗ ⊗V∗ → V, V∗ ⊗V∗ ⊗V∗ → R, V ⊗V∗ → R.
(3.10)
(We use the standard orientation of C to fix the orderings where needed.) Ah is homo-
geneous: its scaling weights under (R×)n+3 are the numbers of arcs ending at the n + 3
marked points `r.
3.7. Combining abelianization trees for spectral coordinates. Now fix a formal linear
combination of abelianization trees ∑wmhm, with weights wm ∈ Z, such that the total
weighted number of arcs ending at each point `r is zero. Then the function
X =∏
m
Awmhm (3.11)
is invariant under (R×)n+3, and so descends toMn+3 ⊂ (RP2)n+3/SL(3,R). X will be
one of the spectral coordinates Xγ, for some γ ∈ Γ. It only remains to explain what γ is.
For this purpose, note each arc p of the abelianization tree hm has a canonical lift to a
1-chain pΣ on Σ: namely, if p is labeled by the sheet i, pΣ is the lift of p to sheet i, with the
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orientation of p if p is carrying representation V, otherwise with the opposite orientation.
Summing these lifts gives a singular 1-chain hΣm for each abelianization tree hm.
We now consider the 1-chain
c =∑
m
wmhΣm. (3.12)
c is generally not closed, because of the trivalent junctions. However, the boundary ∂c is
a 0-chain pulled back from the base C, so c becomes closed if we project to the quotient of
the singular chain complex C∗(Σ) by the subgroup of chains pulled back from C. More-
over this projection is an isomorphism on homology, because C is contractible. Thus c
determines a class [
∑
m
wmhΣm
]
∈ Γ. (3.13)
Now we can finally state our definition of the spectral coordinate:
X[∑m wmhΣm] =∏m
Awmhm . (3.14)
(3.14) defines Xγ for any γ ∈ Γ which can be realized as γ =
[
∑m wmhΣm
]
for some
abelianization trees hm and weights wm. For this definition to be unambiguous, it must
be true that every γ ∈ Γ admits exactly one such realization. This is true in the examples
we consider in §5 below. I do not know how generally it holds; in cases where it fails, we
would have to resort to a more complicated construction of the Xγ, beginning from the
notion of abelianization described in [4] and further reviewed in [41].
3.8. Asymptotic abelianization trees. For different choices of (P0, ϑ) we get different
compatible abelianization trees, and thus different spectral coordinates Xγ. However,
as we have noted in §3.4, the structure ofW(P0, ϑ) near z = ∞ is independent of (P0, ϑ),
up to an overall rotation of the plane. Thus any abelianization tree which lies entirely
in the asymptotic region is in a sense universal, existing for every (P0, ϑ). We call these
asymptotic abelianization trees.
ij
ki
ji
jkik
kj
j
k
i
FIGURE 4. An asymptotic abelianization tree. Black lines represent WKB
ϑ-trajectories in the asymptotic region of a WKB spectral network.
In Figure 4 we show an example of an asymptotic abelianization tree h, depending on
a choice of r ∈ {1, . . . , n + 3}. The corresponding holonomy function is
Ah = p(r, r + 1, r + 2) (3.15)
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where p(a, b, c) is a a “Plu¨cker coordinate” depending on 3 of the vi,
p(a, b, c) : (vi)n+3i=1 7→ det(va, vb, vc). (3.16)
3.9. BPS counts. The last ingredient we need is a collection of BPS counts Ω(P0,γ) ∈ Z
for γ ∈ Γ. Here we describe one geometric approach to defining these counts. (This
method is practicable for the simple examples we treat in §5, but for more elaborate ex-
amples it would be hard to use in practice. Thus we should mention that there are other
ways, e.g. the mutation method [43, 44, 45] or the spectrum generator / DT transformation
[3, 46, 47].)
Any WKB ϑ-trajectory p admits a canonical lift to a 1-chain pΣ on Σ: namely, if p is
labeled by the pair of sheets (i, j), pΣ is the closure of the lift of p to sheet i, plus the
orientation-reversal of the closure of the lift of p to sheet j. For γ ∈ Γ a finite web of charge
γ is a collection of trajectories pl such that ∑l pΣl is a compact 1-cycle in homology class
γ. From the equation (3.7) it follows that if there is a finite web of charge γ inside a WKB
spectral network W(P0, ϑ), then we must have ϑ = arg Zγ. Moreover, in this case the
networkW(P0, ϑ) is BPS-ful in the sense of §3.3.
The desired Ω(P0,γ) is a count of the finite webs of charge γ which occur inside the
networkW(P0, ϑ = arg Zγ). The meaning of the word “count” here is given by an algo-
rithm explained in [4]. We will not describe this algorithm here, since in full generality
it is a bit complicated; for the examples of §5 we only need some simple special cases,
where the finite web is either a single critical trajectory connecting two zeroes of P0 or a
three-string junction: see Figure 5. In either of these cases, the algorithm in [4] says that
the finite web contributes +1 to Ω(P0,γ).
ij jk
ki
ik
ij
ji
ji kj
FIGURE 5. Two examples of finite webs.
A few final remarks about the BPS counts:
• For the examples of P0 we consider in §5, there exist only finitely many γ ∈ Γ for
which Ω(P0,γ) 6= 0. We conjecture that this is always true for n ≤ 5.
• The BPS counts have the symmetry property
Ω(P0,γ) = Ω(P0,−γ). (3.17)
To see this, note that W(P0, ϑ) and W(P0, ϑ + pi) differ only by relabeling all trajec-
tories ij → ji, and thus any finite web in W(P0, ϑ) with charge γ has a partner in
W(P0, ϑ+ pi) with charge −γ.
• Similarly, the Ω(P0,γ) are invariant under the Z/3Z action on Γ induced by the
Z/3Z action on Σ (cyclic permutation of sheets); this reflects the fact that W(P0, ϑ)
andW(P0, ϑ+ 2pi3 ) differ only by cyclic permutation of the sheet labels.
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• The Ω(P0,γ) are expected to be examples of generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants
in the sense of Kontsevich-Soibelman / Joyce-Song [48, 49]. In particular, the collec-
tion {Ω(P0,γ)}γ∈Γ depends on P0 in a piecewise constant fashion; it can jump where
P0 crosses a wall of marginal stability in the space of polynomials. These jumps are
governed by the Kontsevich-Soibelman wall-crossing formula [48, 2, 4].
• A related fact is that, when (P0, ϑ) cross a BPS-ful locus, the jump of the spectral
coordinates Xγ is determined by the Ω(P0,γ) for those γ such that Zγe−iϑ ∈ R−.
3.10. Spectral coordinates as cluster coordinates. This section describes an interpreta-
tion of the functions Ah associated to abelianization trees in the language of cluster alge-
bra. It is not strictly necessary for the rest of the paper. See [42] for much more on the
cluster structures we use here, and their relation to tensor diagrams.
Let Cn+3 denote the coordinate ring of Vn+3/SL(3,R). This ring is a classic example
of a cluster algebra, as first described in [50]. This structure picks out a collection of dis-
tinguished clusters in Cn+3: these are collections of cluster A-variables {am}3n+1m=1 , where the
first 2n− 2 are called unfrozen and depend on the choice of cluster, and the last n + 3 are
frozen and are common to all clusters.
The reason for discussing the clusters here is the following: there seems to be a corre-
spondence between clusters and spectral networks (as anticipated in [4].) Namely, given
a spectral networkW , the functions Ah realized by abelianization trees compatible with
W are often the monomials in the cluster A-variables of some cluster in Cn+3. This is true
for every spectral networkW(P0, ϑ) I have examined (with n = 2, 3). I conjecture that it
is true for all spectral networksW(P0, ϑ) for BPS-free (P0, ϑ) when n ≤ 5.16 It would be
very interesting to understand the relation between this proposal and the results in [42],
and to develop an efficient method of mapping the spectral networks to the clusters.
In this correspondence, the n + 3 asymptotic abelianization trees described in §3.8 give
the n+ 3 frozen variables, which are the Plu¨cker coordinates (3.15). In the language of [42]
these are special invariants. Non-asymptotic abelianization trees give the 2n− 2 unfrozen
variables. Some of these unfrozen variables are also Plu¨cker coordinates p(a, b, c), now
with a, b, c not consecutive. For example, when n = 2, all cluster A-variables are Plu¨cker
coordinates. The first example of a cluster A-variable which is not a Plu¨cker coordinate
arises for n = 3; we will encounter it in §5.3 below (see (5.16)).
The cluster structures we discussed above are closely related to ones introduced in [51],
which were very important in the original developments leading to [4] and Conjecture 1.
However, as far as I understand, the cluster structures we are now considering are not
quite examples of the formalism in [51]: that formalism does include moduli spaces of flat
connections with irregular singularity, but a different sort of irregular singularity than we
need here, which leads to moduli spaces involving complete flags rather than lines.
4. THE INTEGRAL ITERATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
We can now give the sharp formulation of Conjecture 1 and some consequences.
16These are the cases for which Cn+3 has only finitely many clusters [50].
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4.1. The integral iteration. In this section we formulate Conjecture 1 precisely. Con-
cretely, we give a conjectural way of computing the point Y(P) ∈ Mn+3, in the spectral
coordinate system Xγ onMn+3 associated to (P0, ϑ).17
Although our aim is to compute numbers Xγ, the strategy is first to construct functions
Xγ(ζ) of a parameter ζ ∈ C×, as follows. We begin with X (0)γ (ζ) = 0 and then define
inductively18
X (k+1)γ (ζ) = exp
[
R(ζ−1Zγ + ζZγ)
+
1
4pii ∑µ∈Γ
Ω(P0, µ)〈γ, µ〉
∫
ZµR−
dζ ′
ζ ′
ζ ′ + ζ
ζ ′ − ζ log(1+X
(k)
µ (ζ
′))
]
. (4.1)
The desired functions are obtained in the limit:
Xγ(ζ) = lim
k→∞
X (k)γ (ζ). (4.2)
A sketch of an argument for the existence of this limit at sufficiently large R can be found
in [2]. For our purposes in this paper we take the convergence as a working assumption.
Finally, to recover the desired numbers Xγ, we specialize:
Xγ = Xγ(ζ = eiϑ). (4.3)
The equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), together with the definitions of symbols given in §3, make
up the precise form of Conjecture 1.
A few remarks:
• The right side of (4.3) is real, as it should be, while Xγ(ζ) is generally complex for
|ζ| 6= 1. The proof that Xγ(ζ = eiϑ) is real uses the symmetry property (3.17).
• The Xγ(ζ) depend on ζ in a piecewise holomorphic fashion, jumping whenever ζ
crosses the contours of integration in (4.1), i.e. the rays ZµR− with Ω(P0, µ) 6= 0 and
〈µ,γ〉 6= 0. This means that the Xγ we compute from (4.3) depend discontinuously
on ϑ. Of course, the polygon Y(P) ∈ Mn+3 depends continuously on ϑ. The jumps
of Xγ just reflect the fact that the spectral coordinate system onMn+3 which we use
jumps when ϑ crosses a BPS-ful phase.
• The Xγ(ζ) for general ζ do have an interpretation, most easily expressed in the lan-
guage of §2.2: they are the spectral coordinates of the family of connections (2.12).
4.2. Exact consequences. Now let us describe some consequences of Conjecture 1.
One important special case arises when γ lies in the kernel of the pairing 〈·, ·〉. (Recall
from §3.2 that this kernel is nontrivial only when 3|n.) In this case the coefficients of the
17Of course, once we have determined the coordinates of Y(P) in one coordinate system onMn+3 we
can then change coordinates to any other; nevertheless, Conjecture 1 is most naturally phrased as a recipe
which produces specifically the spectral coordinates Xγ.
18In (4.1) the factor log(1 + Xµ(ζ ′)) appears. In the general formalism of [2] one would expect to see
instead log(1 − σ(µ)Xµ(ζ ′)) for some σ : Γ → {±1}. In the examples of this paper we always have
σ(µ) = −1 whenever Ω(P0, µ) 6= 0, so we have simplified by making this substitution.
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integrals in (4.1) vanish, and (4.2) becomes the exact prediction
Xγ(ζ) = exp
[
R(ζ−1Zγ + ζZγ)
]
, (4.4)
giving after the substitution (4.3)
Xγ = exp (aγR) , (4.5)
with
aγ = 2 Re(e−iϑZγ). (4.6)
4.3. Asymptotic consequences for R → ∞. The more interesting case is that of γ not in
the kernel of the pairing 〈·, ·〉. Then (4.2) does not reduce to a simple exact formula for
the spectral coordinate Xγ. Nevertheless, we can extract asymptotic formulas in the limit
R→ ∞. For this purpose define
αµ = − Zµ|Zµ| (4.7)
and assume for simplicity that, for all µ ∈ Γ such that Ω(P0, µ) 6= 0, we have ζ 6= αµ. We
consider the integral equation obeyed by Xγ(ζ) (obtained by setting k = ∞ in (4.1)) and
make a self-consistent analysis: assume that the integral terms are exponentially small in
the R → ∞ limit, use this assumption to replace Xµ(ζ ′) by exp R(ζ ′−1Zµ + ζ ′Zµ) in the
integral, then evaluate the R→ ∞ asymptotics of the integral by the saddle point method.
This leads to the following prediction. Write
Xγ(ζ) = exp
[
(ζ−1Zγ + ζZγ)R + ∑
µ∈Γ
Ω(P0, µ)〈γ, µ〉
4pii
αµ + ζ
αµ − ζ
√
pi
R|Zµ|e
−2|Zµ|R + δ(R, ζ)
]
,
(4.8)
for some “remainder” δ(R, ζ).19 We predict that
lim
R→∞
√
Re2ρRδ(R, ζ) = 0, (4.9)
where
ρ = min
{|Zµ| : µ ∈ Γ, Ω(P0, µ)〈γ, µ〉 6= 0} . (4.10)
Said otherwise: as R → ∞, the leading behavior of logXγ is of order R; the first correc-
tion is exponentially smaller, of order 1√
R
e−2ρR; both terms are captured by the explicit
formula (4.8).
Making the substitution (4.3) in (4.8) we get R → ∞ asymptotics for the spectral coor-
dinate Xγ:
Xγ = exp
[
aγR + ∑
µ∈Γ
Ω(P0, µ)〈γ, µ〉
4pii
αµ + eiϑ
αµ − eiϑ
√
pi
R|Zµ|e
−2|Zµ|R + δ(R, eiϑ)
]
, (4.11)
with aγ again given by (4.6).
19The values δ(R, ζ) = ±∞ are allowed, but our claim (4.9) implies that there is some R0 such that δ(R, ζ)
is finite for R > R0.
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5. EXAMPLES
In this final section we work out the detailed statement of Conjecture 1 for two exam-
ples of polynomials P0(z).
5.1. An n = 2 example (pentagon). We first consider a degree 2 example,
P0(z) =
1
2
(
−z2 + 1
)
. (5.1)
The spectral curve Σ defined in (3.2) is a 3-sheeted cover of C, with ramification points of
index 3 over z = ±1. Σ is a one-holed torus. Thus Γ is a lattice of rank 2, with nondegen-
erate intersection pairing. In Figure 6 we show a convenient choice of generators γ1,γ2
with 〈γ1,γ2〉 = 1.
(123) (123)
1 2 32
FIGURE 6. Generators γ1, γ2 for Γ = H1(Σ,Z), where P0 is given by (5.1).
Σ is shown as a triple cover of C, with ramification points at z = ±1 (or-
ange crosses). The cover is trivialized away from branch cuts (dashed lines).
Crossing a branch cut in the direction indicated by the arrow induces the
permutation (123) of sheet labels. The numerical labels next to paths indi-
cate which sheet of Σ the paths lie on.
The corresponding period integrals (3.6) can be computed in closed form to give
Zγ1 = e
5pii/6
12× 22/3 × pi3/2
5Γ
(
−16
)
Γ
(2
3
)
 , Zγ2 = e2pii/3Zγ1 , (5.2)
or numerically
Zγ1 ≈ −2.00324+ 1.15657i, Zγ2 ≈ −2.31315i. (5.3)
The analysis of spectral networks in this case (see §5.2) leads to the following:
• For |ϑ| < pi6 , the spectral coordinates attached to the networkW(P0, ϑ) are
Xγ1 =
p(1, 2, 3)p(3, 4, 5)
p(1, 3, 5)p(2, 3, 4)
, Xγ2 =
p(1, 3, 5)p(2, 3, 4)p(1, 2, 5)
p(1, 2, 3)p(2, 3, 5)p(1, 4, 5)
, (5.4)
where we have labeled the rays `r as in Figure 7 below, and we recall the definition
of Plu¨cker coordinates
p(a, b, c) : (vi)n+3i=1 7→ det(va, vb, vc). (5.5)
• The BPS counts are:
Ω(P0,γ) =
{
1 for ± γ ∈ {γ1,γ2,γ1 + γ2},
0 otherwise.
(5.6)
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FIGURE 7. The spectral network W(P0, ϑ = 0) where P0 is given in (5.1).
It consists of 18 WKB ϑ-trajectories in all: 16 critical trajectories emanating
from the zeroes of P0, and 2 more born from intersection points. These 18
trajectories approach 10 asymptotic directions, equally spaced around the
circle at infinity.
This is all the data necessary to formulate Conjecture 1 and its consequences as de-
scribed in §4. In particular, specializing the statements of §4.3 to this example we get
predictions for the R → ∞ asymptotics of the Xγ. To give one concrete such prediction,
we specialize to ϑ = 0 and choose γ = γ1. Then (4.11) becomes
p(1, 2, 3)p(3, 4, 5)
p(1, 3, 5)p(2, 3, 4)
= exp
(
aR− 3
2
√
piρR
e−2ρR + δ(R)
)
, a ≈ −4.00648, ρ ≈ 2.31315,
(5.7)
where the remainder function δ(R) obeys
lim
R→∞
δ(R)
√
Re2ρR = 0. (5.8)
5.2. Spectral network analysis for the n = 2 example. In this section we sketch the
spectral network analysis leading to (5.4) and (5.6).
We begin with the spectral coordinate formulas (5.4). For this purpose we need to draw
the networkW(P0, ϑ = 0); it is shown in Figure 7, obtained using the Mathematica code
[52].20 Then, according to the rules explained in §3.5, we need to draw the abelianization
trees compatible with this network. In Figure 8 we show four abelianization trees hm. h1,
h2 and h4 are asymptotic abelianization trees (cf. Figure 4), while h3 is not asymptotic: the
legs labeled 3 and 3 pass through the middle of the spectral network. It is instructive to
see why h3 is compatible with the spectral network: the key point is that the leg labeled 3
does not cross any trajectory labeled 31 or 32 (it does cross trajectories labeled 13, 23, and
21), and the leg labeled 3 does not cross any trajectory labeled 13 or 23 (it does cross ones
labeled 32, 31, and 12.)
20A version of this code is included with the arXiv version of this paper, as swn-plotter.nb.
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1
FIGURE 8. Four abelianization trees on the spectral networkW(P0, ϑ = 0)
where P0 is given in (5.1).
The functions attached to these abelianization trees are
Ah1 = p(1, 2, 3), Ah2 = p(3, 4, 5), Ah3 = p(1, 3, 5), Ah4 = p(2, 3, 4). (5.9)
Combining these trees according to the rules of §3.6, with weights w1 = w2 = +1, w3 =
w4 = −1, we get a closed cycle which turns out to be γ1. Thus we have
Xγ1 =
p(1, 2, 3)p(3, 4, 5)
p(1, 3, 5)p(2, 3, 4)
(5.10)
as we claimed in (5.4). A similar construction involving 6 abelianization trees gives Xγ2 .
In this way we obtain the formulas (5.4) for ϑ = 0. It still remains to see why these
formulas also hold for other ϑ with |ϑ| < pi6 . The reason is that the Xγ are invariant
under variations of ϑ, so long as we do not cross a phase which is BPS-ful. (Concretely,
such variations of ϑ deformW(P0, ϑ) in a way which does not affect the set of compatible
abelianization trees.) By drawing the networks W(P0, ϑ) for various phases ϑ one can
spot by eye the phases which are BPS-ful: these are ϑ = ±pi6 ,±pi2 ,±5pi6 .21
The BPS-ful phases are also relevant for another reason: we use them in the process of
determining the BPS counts (5.6), following the rules of §3.9. At each of the BPS-ful phases
a single finite web appears inW(P0, ϑ), consisting of a single trajectory connecting the two
zeroes of P0. For example, in Figure 9 we show the networkW(P0, ϑ) very near ϑ = −pi6 .
Note the two trajectories which almost meet head-to-head in the center of the picture. At
ϑ = −pi6 these two merge into a single trajectory p, whose lift pΣ is in homology class−γ1.
According to the rules described in §3.9, this trajectory is responsible for a nonzero count,
Ω(P0,−γ1) = 1. (Note this is consistent with the fact that arg Z−γ1 = −pi6 .) Looking
similarly at the other BPS-ful phases we get the BPS counts (5.6).
21A movie containing pictures of the networksW(P0, npi300 )99n=0 is included with the arXiv version of this
paper, as pentagon.gif. (Recall that a shift ϑ → ϑ+ pi3 can be compensated by a relabeling of the walls of
W(P0, ϑ), so we need not explore phases beyond [0, pi3 ).)
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FIGURE 9. The spectral network W(P0, ϑ = −pi6 + 0.1) where P0 is given
in (5.1). This picture can be reached by a continuous deformation of Figure
7, realized concretely by the family of BPS-free networks W(P0, ϑ) with ϑ
varying from 0 to −pi6 + 0.1.
5.3. An n = 3 example (hexagon). Next we consider the degree 3 case
P0 =
1
2
(
−z3 + 3z2 + 2
)
. (5.11)
In this case the spectral curve Σ defined in (3.2) is a 3-sheeted cover ofC, with ramification
points of index 3 over the 3 zeroes of P0. Σ is a 3-holed torus. Thus Γ is a lattice of
rank 4, with intersection pairing of rank 2. In Figure 10 we show a convenient choice of
generators, with 〈γ1,γ2〉 = 1 and γ3,γ4 in the kernel of 〈·, ·〉. The numerically computed
(123)
(123)
(123)
2
3
2
3
FIGURE 10. Generators {γi}4i=1 for Γ = H1(Σ,Z), where P0 is given by
(5.11). The notation is as in Figure 6.
periods are
(Zγi)
4
i=1 ≈ (2.30298, 5.47033+ 4.48792i, −4.31884+ 2.49348i, −4.98697i). (5.12)
The analysis of spectral networks in this case (see §5.4) leads to the following:
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• We have
Ω(P0,γ) =

1 if ± γ ∈

(1, 0, 0, 0), (0,−1,−1,−1), (−1, 1, 1, 1),
(0, 1, 0, 0), (1,−1,−1, 0), (−1, 0, 1, 0),
(0,−1,−1, 0), (1, 0,−1,−1), (−1, 1, 2, 1),
(1, 1, 0, 0), (1,−2,−2,−1), (−2, 1, 2, 1)
 ,
0 otherwise.
(5.13)
• For 0 < ϑ < 0.36, the spectral coordinates attached to the networkW(P0, ϑ) are
Xγ1 =
q(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1)
p(1, 5, 6)p(2, 3, 4)
, Xγ2 =
p(1, 5, 6)p(2, 3, 6)p(1, 4, 6)
p(1, 2, 6)p(1, 3, 6)p(4, 5, 6)
, (5.14)
Xγ3 =
p(1, 2, 3)p(4, 5, 6)
p(2, 3, 4)p(1, 5, 6)
, Xγ4 =
p(1, 2, 6)p(3, 4, 5)
p(1, 2, 3)p(4, 5, 6)
. (5.15)
Here in addition to the Plu¨cker coordinates p(a, b, c) we use the invariant (called
“hexapod invariant” in [42])
q(a, b, c, d, e, f ) : (vi)n+3i=1 7→ det(va × vb, vc × vd, ve × v f ). (5.16)
This is all the data necessary to formulate Conjecture 1 and its consequences as de-
scribed in §4. Unlike the case of §5.1 above, here we get some exact predictions, as de-
scribed in §4.2: indeed, since γ3 and γ4 are in the kernel of 〈·, ·〉 we get exact formulas for
Xγ3 and Xγ4 . For example, suppose we specialize to ϑ = 0.2 and choose γ = γ3. Then
(4.5) becomes
p(1, 2, 3)p(4, 5, 6)
p(2, 3, 4)p(1, 5, 6)
= exp (aR) , a ≈ −7.4748. (5.17)
We also get asymptotic predictions for the other coordinates, as we did in §5.1 above. For
example, specializing to ϑ = 0.2 and γ = γ1, (4.11) becomes
q(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1)
p(1, 5, 6)p(2, 3, 4)
= exp
(
aR +
c√
R
e−2ρR + δ(R)
)
(5.18)
where
a ≈ 4.5142, ρ ≈ 2.3030, c ≈ 0.1961, (5.19)
and the remainder function δ(R) obeys
lim
R→∞
δ(R)
√
Re2ρR = 0. (5.20)
5.4. Spectral network analysis for the n = 3 example. In this section we sketch the
spectral network analysis leading to (5.13), (5.14), (5.15). This is parallel to §5.2 above.
The spectral coordinates (5.14), (5.15) are obtained as follows. We first draw the net-
workW(P0, ϑ = 0.1), shown in Figure 11, obtained using [52]. Then, we draw compati-
ble abelianization trees. In Figure 12 we show three abelianization trees hm. h2 and h3 are
asymptotic abelianization trees (cf. Figure 4) while h1 is not. h1 is a more interesting tree
than we have seen thus far: it is a “hexapod” in the terminology of [42]. The functions
attached to these abelianization trees are
Ah1 = q(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1), Ah2 = p(1, 5, 6), Ah3 = p(2, 3, 4). (5.21)
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FIGURE 11. The spectral networkW(P0, ϑ = 0.1)where P0 is given in (5.11).
It consists of 31 WKB ϑ-trajectories: 24 critical trajectories emanating from
the zeroes of P0, and 7 more born from intersection points.
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FIGURE 12. Three abelianization trees compatible with the spectral net-
workW(P0, ϑ = 0.1) where P0 is given in (5.11).
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Combining these according to the rules of §3.6, with weights w1 = +1, w2 = w3 = −1,
we get a closed cycle which turns out to be γ1. Thus we have
Xγ1 =
q(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1)
p(1, 5, 6)p(2, 3, 4)
(5.22)
as we claimed in (5.14). Similar constructions and computations give the other Xγi of
(5.14), (5.15).
The BPS-ful phases and the BPS counts Ω(P0,γ) in (5.13) were determined, as in the
n = 2 case above, by direct examination of the networks W(P0, ϑ) as ϑ varies.22 For
each unordered pair (z, z′) of zeroes of P0, we find 6 finite BPS webs which are single
trajectories connecting z to z′. For example, at ϑ = 0 we get a finite BPS web of charge γ1,
connecting the two leftmost zeroes; indeed, in Figure 11 one can easily see two trajectories
in W(P0, ϑ = 0.1) which almost meet head-on, and which do meet head-on when ϑ is
adjusted from 0.1 to 0. Similarly, at ϑ ≈ 0.36 we get a finite BPS web of charge γ1−γ3−γ4,
consisting of a single trajectory connecting the zeroes at top left and at right. There are
also 6 more finite BPS webs which are three-string junctions involving all three zeroes of
P0; these webs have the topology shown in the right side of Figure 5. For each of the 24
finite webs we worked out the corresponding charge γ following the rules of §3.9. This
gives the 24 nonzero Ω(P0,γ) listed in (5.13).
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